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Major of subtopic mining methods commonly select the
occurrence frequency of term in given relevant data collection as
the primary factor during the mining process, such as clusterbased model and query log based model. In order to mining
subtopic for reflecting the intent of user’s query, we have to
consider the need of user from the semantic factors besides of the
frequency. There is a state that one term may have high frequency
weight in data collection, but the term has no affection in
expressing the intent of user’ query. This kind of term or subtopic
is redundant subtopic from the point of semantics, whereas the
terms are core subtopics. This state is called subtopic redundancy
state. Another state is that some terms or subtopic appear in pairs,
they are semantic interrelated with each other. Only if considering
one single term or subtopic as the mining object, the subtopic
mining result may miss semantic related subtopics and reflect the
intent of user’ query incomplete. This state is called semantic
related state.

ABSTRACT
The target of the subtopic mining subtask of NTCIR-10 Intent-2
Task is to return a ranked list of subtopics. To this end, this paper
proposes a method to apply the rough set theory for redundancy
reduction in subtopic mined from webpages. Besides, semantic
similarity is used for subtopic relevance measure in the re-ranking
process, computed with semantic features extracted by NLP tools
and semantic dictionary. By using the reduction concept of rough
set, we first construct rough set based model (RSBM) for subtopic
mining. Next, we combine the rough set theory and semantic
relevance into a new model (RS&SRM). Evaluation results show
the effectiveness of our approach compared with a baseline
frequency term based model (FTBM). The best performance is
achieved by RS&SRM, with I-rec of 0.4046, D-nDCG of 0.4413
and D#-nDCG of 0.4229 on the subtask of Chinese subtopic
mining.

Categories and Subject Descriptors

Rough set theory [3], proposed by Z. Pawlak has been applied to
in many fields, such as data mining and knowledge discovery [4].
This theory is a new Mathematical framework, which has the
ability to deal with fuzzy and uncertainty problem. A fundamental
principle of supporting this ability is the concept of attribute
reduction [5], one of the most important research issues in recent
years. To deal with subtopic redundancy state, in this paper we
apply the rough set theory to eliminate the redundant subtopics
and extract the core subtopics, because the subtopic is a kind of
intent semantic knowledge of one query, which has uncertainty
characteristics. By considering these characteristics and applying
the basic concepts of rough set, we propose rough set based model
(RSBM) to mine the subtopics from webpages of user’ query.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Semantic relevance computing has been researched and applied
for many years. The methods of semantic relevance computing
include Edge-based, Static Analysis based, Node-based and so on.
The Edge-based method defines the semantic relevance as the
path length function [6] between two topic words in the
topological structure of the classification system. In order to mine
the semantic related subtopics after rough set based model
(RSBM), in this paper we choose Normalized Google Distance [7]
(NGD), which belongs to The Edge-based method, to calculate
the semantic relevance between different candidate subtopics.
According to this approach we construct rough set & semantic
relevance model (RS&SRM) to discover the semantic related
subtopics from candidate subtopics.

When user is searching information with query in the web, there
are too few keywords in the query to express user’s true intent
entirely, furthermore, the keyword of user’ query contain a certain
extent of ambiguity [1], namely a query may refer to different
interpretations and multiple aspects, which are called subtopics [2]
of user’ query. This kind of query causes that the search system
could not recognize the true aspect associated with the query, so
the subtopic mining is an important research issue of analyzing
true intent of user’s to satisfy the need of user .
Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for
personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are
not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that
copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy
otherwise, or republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists,
requires prior specific permission and/or a fee.

The next sections are arranged as follows: section 2 describes the
architecture of subtopic mining system and explains the subtopic
mining models in detail, we illustrates how to use semantic
similarity computing for the subtopic re-ranking in this section.
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Figure 1. Subtopic mining system architecture of ICRCS
The section 3 presents the experimental results and discussion;
and the section 4 concludes the paper.

semantic features of each candidate term in this module. Table 1
shows feature types and concrete descriptions.

2. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

Term Frequency Distribution Feature (TF): this type of feature
illustrates one term or word distribution state in the relevant
document collection of one query, which is equal to the
occurrence time in each document. We extract the TF feature from
vector-space model which constructed in the preprocessing
module. The formal representation of the jth term is a onedimensional vector as followed:

Fig 1 shows the architecture of our subtopic mining system. The
modules in this system and implementation details of each module
are described as follows.

2.1 Preprocessing Module
In order to mining the subtopics of textual contents which are
extracted from relevant document collection of each target query,
this module achieves to translate relevant documents into one
formal representation which is convenient for subtopic mining.
For our mining models, documents are represented using the
vector-space model, which is also called full text indexing [8]. In
the vector space model, a vector is used to represent each item or
document in a collection. Each component of the vector reflects a
particular word, or term, associated with the given document.

TFj ={tf1j ,tf 2 j ..tfij ..} 0 d i d N

Where the N is equal to the total number of relevant document
collection of one query.
Syntactic Symbol Feature (SSF): this feature illustrates the
syntactic role which one term or word plays in one sentence. We
can extract the SSF feature from the results of syntactic parsing by
LTP tool. We know that all symbols of syntactic component are
finite set which includes “ADV”, “SUB” and other syntactic
component symbols. This formal representation also is a onedimensional vector like TF feature, each value in vector is equal
to the occurrence time which the syntactic component symbol of
one term appears of finite symbol set in relevant document
collection, the vector size is equal to the size of symbol set. The
value of vector can be count by parsing process. For example, the
occurrence time which the term “ᡈҹ” plays the role of “SUB” in
Webpages is M times, so the value corresponding to SUB
syntactic component symbol for the term “ᡈҹ” is M in this
feature vector. The concrete feature definition of the jth term is
determined as followed:

To construct the vector-space model for given relevant document
collection of each query, this module purifies the relevant
document collection of each query and extracts textual content.
Secondly, this module uses the LTP 1 tool to finish NLP
procedures for document collection of each query, include
sentence and word segmentation, POS tagging, syntactic parsing
and named entity recognition (NER). At last this module
eliminates stop words and some high frequency words. After all
above of steps, all remaining words are called candidate terms of
each document. In the vector-space model, the weight value
assigned to each component of the vector reflects the importance
of the term in representing the semantics of the document. How to
compute the weight of each component will be explained in detail
in section 2.3.1.

SSFj ={ss j1 ,ss j 2 ..ss jk ..} 0 d k d K

2.2 Feature Extraction Module

(2)

The K is equal to the total number of syntactic symbol class in the
formula 2.

In order to semantic computing during subtopic mining and
ranking, according to the vector-space model generated after
preprocessing, we extract frequency distribution feature and

1

(1)

Synonym Term Feature (STF): we extract the feature also from
Hownet. The features contain the similar words with term in
semantic, so the feature is a word list for term. The formal
representation is defined as followed:

http://www.oschina.net/p/hit-ltp.
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Where the C is the number of synonym terms of the jth term.
Hypernym Hyponym Feature (HHF): we extract the feature from
Hownet which is a Chinese semantic dictionary. The feature
illustrates Hypernym-relation and Hyponym-relation between
term and words of Hownet,2 these two kind of relations are built
according to the sememe hierarchy in Hownet. This kind of
feature contains the level ID of Hypernym, Hyponym and the term
self.

(6)
Where tfi is the total number of terms in document i.
For each term in the vector- space, we calculation the total weight
of the term in the given relevant document collection of one query
by the following equation:

The SSF, STF and HHF are semantic features of one term. These
features include the semantic information of term and will be used
for semantic computing in subtopic mining module and ranking
module. TF is distribution feature which reflects the degree of
affection between term and relevant document.

N

W j = ¦ wij

i =1
(7)
Where N is the total number of relevant documents for the query.
We rank the term list by the value of Wj, and select the top terms
as the subtopics of the query.

Table 1. Description list of term feature sets
Feature
TF
SSF

Description
Reflect the degree of affection the
document
Reflect the syntactic component
distribution

STF

Contain the similar semantic information

HHF

Contain hierarchic semantic information

2.3.2 Rough Set Based Model
Constructing rough set based model (RSBM) mainly is based on
the attributes reduction method of the rough set theory.
According to the uncertainty characteristics between subtopic
and query, rough set based model (RSBM) applies the subtopic
reduction method to mine the core subtopics, which have a great
of affection in expressing the intent of user’ query.
As the basic concepts of rough set theory, the information system
about the relationship between subtopic and document can be
represented as: RS = {U, S, V, f}; where U is a nonempty finite set
of documents, S is a nonempty finite set of candidate subtopic, V
is the set of attribute values, and f is an information function
which decide the subtopic value of the each document x of U.
The formal expression of V and f can be determined as followed:

2.3 Subtopic Mining
This section introduces three subtopic mining models during
mining process, including frequency term based model, rough set
based model and rough set & semantic relevance model.

2.3.1 Frequency Term Based Model
For discovering the subtopics from Webpages of one query, the
basic method is extracting the most important terms in the
document, and the frequency value of one term can reflect the
degree which the term will be latent subtopic in one documents.
After preprocessing module, for one query, the given relevant
documents have been represented in a vector-space model. The
frequency term based model mainly apply the term-weighting
technique which is commonly called TF-IDF and used in
Information Retrieval. The original TF-IDF equation for the
weight of term j in document i is determined as followed:

wij =tfij *log N

V

(8)
(9)

With every subset B of candidate subtopics set S, We associate a
binary relation I(B), called B-indiscernibility relation, the concrete
defined as:

I B

^ x, y

U uU |f x,b =f y,b ,b  B`

(10)

The I(B) is an equivalence relation and We donate the
equivalence class of I(B) including the document x as [x] B . And
for any document subset X of U, the B-lower and B-upper
approximation of X in S respectively are determined as followed:

(4)
Where tfij is the frequency of occurrence of term j in document i;
idf = log N/ dfj is the inverse document frequency; N is the total
number of relevant documents for the query; dfj is the document
frequency where term j occurs.
But in the long document, the frequency of occurrence of some
terms can be very high, which produce relatively higher weight
for these terms. So we need modified the representation of tfij to
smooth the weight value distribution, the modified calculation
equation is determined as followed:

L BX

^ x U | > x @

 X`

(11)

U BX

^ x U | > x @

 X z I`

(12)

B

B

If a subtopic b of subset B, which is subset of candidate subtopic
set S, is superfluous in subset B if I(B)=I(B-{b}), otherwise the
subtopic b is indispensable in subset B. The collection of all
indispensable subtopics in candidate subtopic set S is called the
core subtopics set. we say that subset B is independent in
candidate subtopic set S if every subtopic in subset B is
indispensable in subset B. the subtopic subset B of S is called a
reduction if subset B is independent and I(B)=I(S). The subtopics
from all the reductions in candidate subtopic set S is denoted as

(5)

In this formula, the values of μij are calculated as followed:

2

Va

f :U u S o V

df j

wij =Pij * ª¬log N -log df j +1º¼

aA
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distribution features for one term in different units, text and
sentence. By using these distributional features, we can put the
similar distributional terms together to rank. The similarity of STF
feature reflects same or similar semantic degree between two
terms, by using this feature, we can delete the reduction terms
with same semantic. By using the HHF feature, we can rank the
terms under same or similar classification together.
For the feature vector of TF, SSF and STF, the similarity is
calculated by the cosine of the angle between the feature vectors
vp and vq. The calculation formula is as followed:

the core subtopic of the candidate subtopic set S. all the above of
illustrated are the concept of the subtopic reduction.
The subtopic reduction process of this model applies the attribute
reduction algorithm [9] which is based on attribute frequency to
our mining model. This algorithm uses the properties of frequency
as the attribute importance to reduce the attribute set and get the
core attribute list. In rough set based model, we select the
occurrence frequency of candidate subtopic in webpages as the
most important factor for mining the core subtopic of user’ query.

2.3.3 Rough Set & Semantic Relevance Model
After mining the subtopic mining by rough set based model
(RSBM), we can get the most interrelated subtopics with user’
query, but the result list of subtopic only coverage a part of
subtopic, some semantic relevance subtopic has been reduced by
the reduction algorithm. Furthermore, there are some subtopic
pairs like <Si,Sj>, they are relevant in semantic. In rough set
theory and semantic relevance model, we use the NGD [7]
method computing the semantic relevance between the different
subtopics to make the subtopic result express more complete
intent of user’ query. The NGD formula [7] is showed as followed:

NGD Si ,S j =

max ^log f S1 , f S2

` f

sim(v p ,v q )=

t

¦

t
k =1

v pk  vqk
t

v pk 2  ¦ vqk 2

k =1
k =1
(16)
And for the similarity of the HHF features HHFp and HHFq is
computed based on Hownet API.
At last, if the semantic similarity between termp and termq is
greater with the similarity threshold SV, we merge termp and
termq into one term, and the corresponding weight in the subtopic
list is the sum of weightp and weightq. In our paper, the value of
the similarity threshold SV is 0.75.

S1 , S2

log M - min{log f S1 , log f S2 }

¦

(13)

3. EXPERIMENTS AND DISCUSSION

Where M is the total number of document collection; the f(S1) and
f(S2) are respectively frequency in the Webpages; f(S1,S2) is the
time of co-occurrence in the document set. The value of NGD is
in the range of [0,1]. The smaller the value of NGD is, the more
the degree of semantic relevance is. By integrating the semantic
relevance computing with rough set based model (RSBM), we
construct rough set and semantic relevance model (RS&SRM).

In the task of subtopic mining, there are totally 200 test queries,
including 100 queries for INTENT-2. We use those queries do
different runs to compare the different subtopic mining models of
our system.
Table 2 shows the run name list, the corresponding subtopic
mining model; Table 3 shows the official result of our subtopic
mining system by different mining models. According the mining
result, we can know rough set and semantic relevance model
(RS&SRM) has the best performance comparing with other two
models. And frequency term based model (FTBM) performs better
than rough set based model (RSBM). The frequency term based
model (FTBM) is the baseline to mine the subtopic by using the
distribution feature of the candidate terms in the given document.
This method mainly selects the frequency of the term as the
subtopic weight during mining process.

2.4 Semantic Similarity Re-ranking
Generally, the ranking of subtopic list is accord to one weigh
value from subtopic mining processing. But the subtopic list
usually exacts redundant and similar subtopics in semantic, this is
one problem in the result; another problem is that some subtopics
are not relevant to the query, although with high weight value in
the list. In order to solve these two problems and improve the
quality of ranking, we carry on Re-ranking to the subtopic list by
the semantic similarity computing. During the processing of
semantic similarity computing, we apply the four types of term
feature which are described in section 2.2 to calculate the
similarity value. The concrete similarity equation is determined as
followed:

Table 2. Subtopic mining subtask run
Run name

Model name

ICRCS-S-C-1A

FTBM

(14)

ICRCS-S-C-2A

RSBM

Rough Set Based Model

In this formula, the weights of computing similarity of the
different types of feature have the condition as followed and each
weight cannot be zero:

ICRCS-S-C-3A

RS&SRM

Rough set & Semantic
Relevance Model

SIM term p ,termq =D sim TFp ,TFq +E sim SSFp ,SSFq
+J sim STFp , STFq +Osim HHFp ,HHFq

D +E +J +O =1

Description
Frequency Term Based
Model

Table 3. Results of Chinese subtopic mining

(15)
Where the values of alpha, beta, gamma and lambda are decided
by computing the similarity of small sample data set with different
values, such as <0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25> , <0.25 0.3 0.3 0.15> and
so on. At last, we choose the values of <0.3 0.3 0.15 0.25> as the
final weights for similarity calculation in our submitted runs. The
similarity of feature TF reflects the distribution relationship
between different terms. The similarity of SSF reflects the
syntactic symbol distribution of one term. TF and SSF are all



Run name

I-rec

D-nDCG

D#-nDCG

ICRCS-S-C-1A

0.3821

0.4219

0.4020

ICRCS-S-C-2A

0.3704

0.4024

0.3864

ICRCS-S-C-3A

0.4046

0.4413

0.4229
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According to the result in Table 3, the core subtopics mined by
rough set based model (RSBM) has lower I-rec, because the core
subtopics set is just a few part of candidate subtopic set. Besides,
the core subtopics can reflect the intent of user’ query very well,
but the remainder ones may be not relevant to user’ query. For
example in Table 4, a user query “㣡ṧᒤॾ” which is a famous
movie name, the topmost subtopics in the list are about multiple
aspects of the query and reflect some attributes of this movie
query to some extent, whereas the ones at the end of list are not
associated with “㣡ṧᒤॾ” query about movie topic, just include
the query keywords in the subtopic string. This state may be
caused by the excessive reduction during the algorithm of rough
set based model.

The rough set and semantic relevance model (RS&SRM) reflects
better performance than FTBM, it proves that applying the rough
set and semantic relevance together are have more effectiveness in
subtopic mining.

4. CONCLUSIONS
This paper presents the ICRCS system for subtopic mining
subtask. We apply the knowledge reduction concept of rough set
theory to construct rough set based model (RSBM) to extract the
core subtopics from relevant webpages of user’ query. By
incorporating semantic relevance and RSBM, we propose the
rough set theory and semantic relevance model (RS&SRM) to
mine semantic related subtopics from the candidate subtopics. For
subtopic ranking, our system achieves subtopic re-ranking by
computing semantic similarity with semantic features. Evaluation
results prove that our models, based on rough set theory and
semantic relevance, have better performance comparing with the
baseline method frequency term based model (FTBM).

Table 4. Subtopic list of query “㣡
㣡ṧᒤॾ”
Subtopic list
㣡ṧᒤॾ⭥㿶
㣡ṧᒤॾ⭥ᖡ
䟽ᒶ㣡ṧᒤॾ
㣡ṧᒤॾл䖭
㣡ṧᒤॾᨂᴢ
……..
……

Our future work includes changing term-document representation
into the topic-space model. Besides, we will add clustering
processing to classify the candidate subtopics and try to train the
similarity weight value and the threshold by machine learning.
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